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Name of the Event : Teachers'Workshop

Theme : Capacity Building Programme Mathematics (follow up session)

: GLHVenue

Date & Day December 30,20t7 , Saturday

Mr. Vipin Goel & Ms. Neeru Arora (RDPS faculty)

Mathematics faculty (V-X )

Resource person l

Attended by

OBJECTIVES:

. To recognize & share the common errors committed by students and assess learners in a holistic manner,

. To equiF participants to design instructional strategies that cater to diverse learners and develop interest in the
subject.

' To develop in the participants the expertise of drafting test items according to different difficulty and understanding
levels.

. To help the participants in creating gender equitable environment in the classrooms.

DESCRIPTION:
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To improve the quality of learning it is essential to know an accurate picture of the status of learning today and a detailed set of goals

of what is to be achieved. Quality concerns in school education are among the priorities of CBSE as they play a pivotal role in the
cieveiopmentoithecountry. i-ireBoarciscomrrriiieotomaKeprovsronsforvarrou,;'rarntngprogramrTtestorteacnersanoprincipaisto

enhance their understanding of curriculum and delivery mechanism and other protessional qualities. Keeping in mind the major
objectives of the Academic, Research, Training and Innovation Unit of CBSE a follow up workshop based or.r capacity
building and ernpowerment programmes was organized on 30th December 201,7 in GLH to enable teachers to play variert

and distinct roles of curricuium designer, developer/adapter of instructional materials, facilitator of curriculum transaction in schools in

a child centred manner, becoming resourceful idea generators, mentors of peer teachers and appraiser of performances given by

students in an objective and humane way. The resource persons were -Ms.Neeru and Mr.Vipin Goel. In the workshop
common 13 points which are responsible in making mathematics a difl"icult subject were discussed. Everybody
contributed and gave their views on gender sensitization & some tips to promote gender equitable environment were
also given by the resource person. Certain challenging Areas and Comnron Errors made in Mathematics were also

discussed during the workshop. Resource person suggested to display important formulae in each class. Various
techniques were also discussed to make teaching of mathematics interesting for example a mathematical game
called MATHBOLA * TAMBOLA whiCt+was one of the ways to develop Intcrest for Mathematics among students at
all levels. The importance of innovative methods of teaching to overcome the child's phobia for the subject was also

stressed upon by all the participants,. Every participant was actively invclved in the activity which taught us how to
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remember basics.
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